
The Ten Day Week 

The Ten Day Week (TDW) is an idea that I modified from another program I have seen with the 
goal of having high enough frequency to build strength, promote recovery and attack various 
movements while reducing injury as an aging competitor.  It seems nearly impossible to work 
every muscle and group and energy system effectively while training events and without 
developing weak areas. 

I started to notice that if I squat heavy each weak, my body breaks down. If I deadlift heavy 
each week the aches and pains grow.  After a few weeks, I feel beat up and need a week off 
but feel like I’m starting over.  I also have noticed that if I alternate the big lifts like squat 
and deadlift, I do not feel strong or see any real gains. Alternating between speed and heavy/
volume days was okay but I learned that speed was better on recovery weeks and that going 
light wasn’t really helping too much. God forbid I try to do them on the same day or in the 
same week!   

Enter the Ten Day Week.  Well, actually it is more like a ten day week and an eleven day 
week, totaling three weeks overall. 

The first days filled in were event training days.  After all, I am a strongman competitor.  I 
train on Saturdays, so that was that.  I decided I would choose the events in accordance to 
the lifts that I chose around that event day.  Rest days were next.  Of course Sunday is a day 
off.  This is family time and football. The second day was Wednesday because I knew that is 
what my schedule would allow.  

Then I started plugging in squat days.  I am a firm believer that all programs should be built 
around the squat. Next are deadlift days, followed by overhead days.  Each push is 
accompanied by at the least one pull movement.  You have to choose your accompanying lifts 
based on your need, but I try to err on the side of anything posterior.  If you have a free day, 
throw in some kind of conditioning. 

!
A Sample may look like this: 

!
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Squat OFF OHP 1 Heavy DL 
and Events OFF

OHP 2 OFF Squat OHP 1 and 
Events OFF

Heavy DL OFF OHP2 Events OFF



!
You can work speed, conditioning or general health stuff in just about where ever you like.  I 
personally perform RDL on squat days, and SSB squats on DL days, though the volume or 
intensity is lower for those lifts.  On the OHP days I perform different primary movements, 
supplementing with either incline or bench. I try to make the conditioning fun, like riding a 
bike with my family or playing a fun game with movement – just to get my lungs going. 

If you wish to see the fruits of this program, come to HOPE 8 on December 20 in Maryland Hts, 
MO.  So far, I feel great and ready for whatever is next on my list 

Disclaimer:  I am not a trainer or lifting coach, I’m just a guy that has been doing this sport 
for almost 10 years now and am looking for ways to stay competitive.  Use at your own risk.  
And no, I didn’t give away all the secrets to the concept… you have to figure those out on 
your own!


